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Baseball analyst is thrown a curveball when she is whisked back in time...And one of those

curveballs is thrown by a blue-eyed pitcher!ESPN baseball analyst Amy Spalding is swept back in

time by a magical brooch and finds herself in 1909 New York City. With only the clothes on her

back, a phenomenal memory for New York Giants players and stats, and a brooch that

wonÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t take her back home, she does what she has to do, pawns her jewelry.When New

York Times best-selling author Jack Mallory discovers Amy in the background of the iconic

photograph of Ty Cobb kicking up a cloud of dirt as he slides hard into third base, Jack along with

Kevin Allen, JL OÃ¢â‚¬â„¢Grady, Connor O'Grady, and Pete Parrino launch a rescue mission to

return Amy to the present before her boyfriend goes on trial for her murder.Can the time travelers

hold out against stalkers, PTSD, phobias, and failing relationships long enough to find a thief and

recover the stolen diamond brooch so they can all go home? And can Jack and Amy find the soul

mate of their dreams on a voyage of lost hopes and new beginnings?Ã‹Æ’Ã‹Æ’Ã‹Æ’ The Celtic

Brooch SeriesTHE RUBY BROOCH (Book 1): Time Travel Romance - Oregon Trail 1852 - Kit

MacKlenna and Cullen Montgomery's love story.THE LAST MACKLENNA (Book 2): Contemporary

Romance - Meredith Montgomery and Elliott Fraser's love story.THE SAPPHIRE BROOCH (Book

3): Time Travel Romance - Civil War, 1864-1865 - Charlotte Mallory and Braham McCabe's love

story.THE EMERALD BROOCH (Book 4): Time Travel Romance - World War II, London, June 1944

- Kenzie Wallis-Manning and David McBain's love story.THE BROKEN BROOCH (Book 5):

Contemporary Romance - Jenny Lynn "JL" O'Grady and Kevin Allen's love story.THE THREE

BROOCHES (Book 6): Time Travel Romance - Montgomery Winery/San Francisco, 1881 - Clan

reunion with Kit and Cullen.THE DIAMOND BROOCH (Book 7): Time Travel Romance - New York

City 1909 - Amy Spalding and Jack Mallory's love story.Scroll up and grab a copy today.
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I have fallen in love with this series and the Diamond Brooch continues to deliver with drama and

intrigue.Amy Spalding is a strong heroine in this story. She has just inherited a large mansion in NY

from an unknown distant relative. As she comes across the diamond brooch, she is transported

back to 1909. With her intelligence and love of baseball, she quickly adapts to her new

surroundings.Jack Mallory continues to fight his inner demons over the love and loss of his

soulmate, Carolina Rose. He, along with Kevin, JL, Pete, and Connor are tasked with finding Amy

and returning to her present time.I liked the introduction of Gabriele, Isabella and Maria into this

storyline. I also liked the growth the author shows with Jack Mallory.This author has had so many

immediate, passionate relationships in this series that all go on to live happily ever after. It was

actually nice to see the author work in some relationship turmoil between Kevin and JL.A very

enjoyable read!!!

I would have given it a 5* but I was disappointed that the "F" word and the pre-marital sex came up

a lot more than I remembered from the other books. A good storyline like these can survive without

that. (Call me old fashioned.)I really enjoy time travel books and these are superior! The books

connect nicely to each other and probably could be read alone, but much more information from the

previous books really fills in the blanks. I have spent plenty nights reading into the AM because I

couldn't put the books down. Each book has closure, but with a few teases for the future

books.Anxiously waiting for the next brooches to surface.

Truly excellent! I love every book in this series and am always sad to come to the end. The

characters are somewhat flawed but wonderful and so very human. Jack has always been a larger

than life and a force through several books and this book was the culmination of quite a journey. I



look forward to reading it again as I tend to read too fast the first time through just to "see what

happens next". Start at the first book, "The Ruby Broach" and work your way through love, history

and adventure.

But... I will say I know very little about baseball, but I found this actually interesting! Plus, I learned a

thing or two about baseball...THAT being said!! Katherine THANK YOU for such a great series... I

always get so lost in your books... not as in trying to follow the story... but lost IN the story.I so look

forward to your books... hope the next one comes quick and the fingers fly off the keys

ÃƒÂ°Ã‚Å¸Ã‚â€˜Ã‚Â• AND lol it's another long book!!

Prepare for this latest historical adventure by reading at least part of the previous 6 books in this

series of time travel. Knowing some of the history of the McKlenna/Frasier/Montgomery families will

enhance your enjoyment of The Diamond Brooch, as there is a large cast of characters. I have

enjoyed following the brooches and sharing in the love that permeates throughout this series. Thank

you, Katherine Lowry Logan for another hit out of the park.

Love this series! The characters are so relatable and real. The twists and turns, relationships and

romance in the story keep you wanting more. Jack and Amy have been my favorite couple so far

and the story line with Kevin and JL was well thought out and written. The character lineup in the

beginning of the book made me a little afraid I would be confused since the last one but as I read

they just fell into place because they have all been so memorable. Can't wait for the next one!!

If you've read any of the previous books in The Celtic Brooch Series by Katherine Lowry Logan this

one is a must. Not only do we have another destined love match, but previous loose ends are tied

up as well. I enjoyed The Diamond Brooch: Time Travel Romance (The Celtic Brooch Book 7) very

much and look forward to the next book in this series.

I cannot say enough about The Celtic Brooch series.. I love historical fiction and it's my first go to for

a good read but with some Authors I find the historical part overtakes the fiction and they can

become dry. NOT SO for this author.Katherine Lowery Logan brings these characters full circle. The

plots and characters are intertwined between past and present seamlessly and there is never any

confusion or boredom. I have laughed And cried with these characters and the narrator is just as

skilled as the author in the way of bringing these people to life-
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